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A Different Way of Looking at Salaries 
by Paul Michaud, OPSEU Local 562 1st Vice-President  

  Since 1997 the Colleges have been disclosing 

information regarding employees paid $100,000 

or more in a calendar year. There is always a flurry of 

interest in April when the new lists are posted: How 

much did the President earn last year? How about 

your manager? Who is on the list this year? 

A different question is how incomes are 

changing relative to each other. The graph below 

shows how Humber presidents’ and academic 

VP’s income compare to the maximum salary 

for faculty at the top step, as of September 1st. 

It is interesting to see that in 1996 the President 

earned about 2 times the maximum academic 

salary and by 2009 it had grown to almost 4 

times. In the same period, the Academic Vice-

president income went from about 1.6 to 2.7 

times the maximum academic salary. 

Apparently the College thinks that the relative 

worth of the College upper management has 

increased compared to faculty. 

Humber College: Income Comparison
Max FT Faculty Salary = 1
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1) Ontario Salary Disclosure

2) Collective Agreements

We received complaints from management that in 

the sunshine list salary chart on page 1 of our April 

NewsBreak (see website, humberfacultyunion.org), 

the % increase appears artificially high. This is 

because the 2009-2010 Salary was for 27 pay 

periods rather than the usual 26. This resulted  

in the increases appearing about 3.8% higher 

than the actual % increase. 

Correction 
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NewsBreak is a publication of the Humber College Faculty Union, OPSEU Local 562, intended to provide information 

and stimulate discussion.  We invite your participation and welcome your contributions. All articles and letters should 

be signed, though in some circumstances the author’s name will be withheld upon request. We encourage thoughtful 

discussion that respects human rights. We reserve the right to edit for libel, length, and clarity. 
 

Articles reporting on union business will be signed and will include the author’s position of responsibility in the local.  

Where an article has the author’s name only, the views are those of the author. You may email the editor: 

sylvia.ciuciura@humber.ca or drop materials at the Faculty Union office – H109, North Campus, ext. 4007. 
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Another year! 

by Sylvia Ciuciura, Newsbreak Editor 

Here we are at the end again. And another new 

beginning. I have just finished my first year on 

the executive of the local, attended my first OPSEU 

Convention and first CAAT Academic Divisional 

Executive Meeting. Lots of learning. 

More happens in the Local office than I realized. 

The working conditions and benefits that we 

receive come from our contract and the work of 

people in the past. Some faculty issues we deal 

with are confidential and/or private. We provide 

you with information that can help you if you are 

dealing with similar circumstances. Faculty come to 

us for advice, support and a broader understanding 

of their situation. The choices, though are made 

by each faculty member and we will support you.  

The Local Executive 

Committee (LEC) 

represents all schools,  

librarians, counselors, 

Guelph-Humber 

North, Lakeshore and 

Orangeville campuses. We need your interest and 

commitment to improving the working environment 

on a regular basis. LEC meetings are open to all 

members and are usually on the first Thursday of 

the month. Come to LEC meetings, be informed 

and support your colleagues.  

Enjoy the summer and come back refreshed and 

ready for a new year.        
    

Board of Governors Faculty Rep - Franca Giacomelli 

Local 562 Admin Assistant - Michelle Albert 

NewsBreak Editor - Sylvia Ciuciura 
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 President’s 

notes 
 

by Orville Getz, OPSEU Local 562 President  

Union/ College Committee Report 
During a meeting with the College all aspects 

of the new Collective Agreement were discussed. 

In particular a lengthy exchange of opinions took 

place regarding a new clause in the agreement 

11:01 E3. This clause requires that consultation 

must take place with full time faculty as a group 

before the method of evaluation and feedback 

are established for a course. The determined 

evaluation and feedback methods will then 

appear on your SWF for that course. We have 

been assured by management that a set of written 

procedures will be in place and that a directive 

will be sent to all managers instructing them to 

follow the terms of the agreement when reviewing 

or re-writing course outlines. We have also 

been assured that these procedures will be in 

place in order for discussions to take place before 

SWF’s are issued on May 21 with your fall 

teaching assignment. Please contact the union 

office if you have concerns that this procedure 

is not being followed in your school and program. 

 

Professional Development 
Along with your two month vacation you are 

entitled to 10 days professional development 

leave each year. If you do not use these days 

each year they will disappear as they are not 

accumulative. This is a time for your own 

professional development. Your professional 

development time can be used in several 

different ways and at various times during the 

school year, It is important to use these days at 

your own convenience during May/ June, during 

Reading Week or at any other times which 

may work for you. Some faculty in the past 

have attended important conferences during 

teaching times by planning ahead with their 

deans and thus being able to get class coverage 

while they were away. This can be done with 

prior discussion and planning. 

These 10 days could be used to participate in 

events offered by your school, events offered 

in other schools in the college or in events 

which are offered college-wide such as Showcase. 

You may also want to participate in events or 

training sessions at other colleges or universities 

or in industry-related activities in your area of 

expertise. You could also work on your own 

doing research to help with your own course 

development in your teaching area. Don’t give 

up your rights to these 10 days. They are there 

for you to develop your teaching knowledge. If 

you don’t use them you are missing out on 

opportunities which were fought for and are 

assured by your Collective Agreement. 

 

Summer union office coverage 
Though the union office will not be staffed 

during the faculty vacation period of June 28 to 

August 27, Local 562 officers will be checking 

voice mail and email regularly. If you have any 

concerns or questions during the summer vacation, 

please call extension 4007 and leave your message 

or email us at opseu562@yahoo.ca  We will 

respond as soon as we can. Don’t wait until 

your return on August 30 to contact us with an 

issue or concern, as this may be too late to deal 

with your question effectively. I wish everyone 

a very safe and happy summer.  

mailto:opseu562@yahoo.ca
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General Membership Meeting 

Although management’s offer was accepted 

by 51% on February 10, 2010, the final wording 

of the new contract still has not been signed 

by the parties. The Union team is insisting that 

the explanatory notes that were part of the 

―Management Offer for Settlement‖ document 

that was voted on be included in the collective 

agreement, but the Colleges are refusing. 

Prior to the vote, when the Union was asking 

that they be removed from the offer, the 

Colleges told the Labour Board that ―the 

explanations … form part of the offer‖. Now, 

after the offer was accepted, the Colleges 

claim that these are ―editorial comments‖ 

which should not be included in the collective 

agreement. The Union argues that these notes 

were part of the document accepted by the 

membership vote and that they could help 

interpret the language in the agreement. 

A Labour Board hearing is set for June 4th. 

Members enjoy wonderful food and stimulating conversation at this year’s meeting. 

Where is the New Contract? 
by Paul Michaud,  OPSEU Local 562 1st Vice-President 

   Local Executive elections were chaired by Nancy Pridham, Region 5 Vice President. Elected 

were Orville Getz, President, Paul Michaud, 1st Vice-President, Audrey Taves, Chief Steward,  

Robert Mills, Secretary and Sylvia Ciuciura, Treasurer. Audrey Taves reported on the faculty 

survey carried out in March and Sylvia Ciuciura gave a financial report. Guests were Paul       

Attard, the new staff representative and Tom Tangie, the past staff representative. 
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Fall SWFs 

Did your teaching group have a discussion 

with your manager about evaluation methods 

in your courses before you got your Fall SWF? 

As we indicated in the Faculty Bulletin  – New 

Contract Language Impacts Evaluation – this 

discussion is now mandated in the collective 

agreement. All associate deans were directed 

by HR to follow this mandate. If this did not 

happen in your school, please let us know. 

 

New ―Additional Attributed Evaluation‖ 

time column  
Is the evaluation you do for your courses 

adequately reflected on your SWF? 

First, do you have the appropriate evaluation 

factors, that is, essay/project, routine assisted, or 

in process?  

Second, are there additional factors in your 

courses/program that result in the need for 

more marking time than is reflected by the 

factors on the SWF? This situation has been 

addressed with another change in this collective 

agreement -  the addition of a SWF column for 

―additional attributed‖ time in the evaluation 

section. This is intended to be used when even 

the maximum allotted time using the formula 

is not sufficient to get the evaluation done. 

You can request this additional time when you 

meet with your associate dean to discuss your 

SWF. Please call me to discuss this is you have 

any concerns/questions.  

 

Ratio of full-time to contract faculty 

In the last NewsBreak we reported on the low 

number of full-time faculty teaching classes at 

Humber relative to the number of contract faculty. 

We have settled a number of staffing grievances 

recently and Humber will be hiring 49 new 

faculty for September (or at the latest by 

January). This sounds great – but as this number 

includes 29 replacements for retiring/leaving 

faculty, and only 20 new positions, we are still only 

ahead approximately 4% in 

terms of overall F/T faculty 

numbers. This compares to 

an approximately 20% 

increase in student numbers 

over the past 2 years. The Health Sciences staffing 

grievance is still ongoing. 

 

Grievances and Arbitrations 

New grievances: 

1. An individual  grievance was filed 

related to failure to protect private medical 

information. A memo from HR, copied to 

the member’s manager, made an indirect 

reference to a medical condition.  

This was resolved with an apology and a 

renewed commitment to confidentiality.  

 

2. An individual grievance was filed related 

to withholding pro-dev release time as a 

form of discipline.  

This was resolved in a manner satisfactory to 

both sides.  

 

3. An individual grievance was filed related 

to a sessional rollover position. 

This is currently awaiting the Step 1 meeting.  

 

Ongoing grievances:  

1. Union Grievance – Support Staff Teaching 

– Applied Technology  

Local 562 is grieving that teaching hours are 

being assigned to support staff as part of support 

staff work. We have a confirmed arbitration 

date of October 7/10. 

 

Many grievances are continuing through the 

various steps including arbitration. We will 

make a detailed report on the status of all ongoing 

and recently resolved grievances in the first 

fall NewsBreak.  

 Please call me at ext 4007 or drop by H109 to 

discuss any workload related issues at any time. 

Chief Steward’s report 
by Audrey Taves, OPSEU Local 562 Chief Steward  
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By now you should have received your copy 

of the Faculty Survey Results in your mailbox. 

We presented an overview of the results to 

those who came to the General Membership 

Meeting on May 26th. Thanks to all of you that 

made the time to complete our faculty survey. 

Nearly 300 faculty took part, and most took 

the time to fill in comments as well. More 

detailed results will be posted on our local 

website http://www.humberfacultyunion.org 

shortly.  

 

Overview 

1. In response to concerns of bias as well as 

the need for more detail in the materials we 

send out, in future we will organize our materials 

to give an overview, followed by additional 

detailed information  for those who want it. We 

will also structure our materials to clearly identify 

the facts as objectively as we can, followed by 

our position with recommendations.  

2.  In response to the suggestions, we will 

continue to use email for the bulk of our written 

communications, with printed materials as 

needed. We will also organize more small group 

and face to face discussion meetings, perhaps 

on a school or program basis to facilitate both 

information sharing and to listen to our members 

on a regular basis, not only during negotiations. 

As suggested we will try to reach out via small 

meetings to Partial load faculty and to new faculty.  

3. As ―avoiding a strike in the current economic 

situation‖, concerns re workload and the issue 

of ―the imposition‖ were the key factors affecting 

the vote, we need to find ways to address the 

bargaining process, and indeed the labour-

management relations in the colleges.  

4. As faculty identified a wide range of issues 

affecting the vote, we need to find ways of 

reaching out and learning more about individual 

faculty concerns. 

5. Comments directed to ―Our Negotiating 

Team‖ suggested a need for a change in the 

negotiation process to a more collaborative 

approach, a more visible bargaining team, and 

a publicity campaign that starts early in the 

process and markets our position to students 

and the public. 

6. Comments directed to the ―College Bargaining 

Team‖ suggested that the approach taken did 

not respect faculty or recognize the impact of 

so few full-time faculty on the system. In addition, 

many respondents asked for true negotiation. 

7. Comments directed to ―OPSEU‖ requested 

a more collaborative approach, earlier and more 

effective public relations, and the request for 

OPSEU to show that they are the best union to 

represent the colleges. Some of this was addressed 

at the OPSEU convention early in May resulting 

in a budget line for an ongoing PR campaign to 

promote public sector work in Ontario. 

8. Comments directed to ―Humber College‖ 

reflected a feeling that Humber is a good place 

to work, but that Humber is changing – the quality 

of education is decreasing and that the increasing 

workload is destructive to staff, students, and the 

college’s reputation – and they served as a reminder 

that the business of Humber is education.  

9. Comments directed to the ―Provincial 

Government‖ addressed 3 issues. The first was 

a need to improve funding to the colleges. The 

second was the need for a new approach to labour 

relations, with a reminder that it really is the 

province that is doing the negotiating and that a 

requirement for binding arbitration would be 

much better than what we have now, especially 

for the students. Finally, questions raised by 

many asked for an explanation of the changes 

to the legislation (Bill 90), i.e. why it changed, 

why the changes were so one-sided.  

 

Lots to think about, we will try to implement 

the changes we can over the next several 

months, and will pass on the suggestions to the 

relevant groups. Please let us know what your 

thoughts are about the survey results and what 

they imply – call us, write us, stop by and chat.  

 

Faculty Survey Results 
by Audrey Taves, OPSEU Local 562 Chief Steward  

http://www.humberfacultyunion.org/
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National Day of Mourning, April 28: Report 
by Orville Getz, OPSEU Local 562 President  

This remembrance day commemorates workers 

whose lives have been lost and also remembers 

workers who have been injured on the job. I 

attended the remembrance ceremony at the 

Woodbridge monument on April 28 and it was 

a very moving celebration. The annual observance 

of this day strengthens the resolve of everyone 

to establish safe conditions in the workplace 

for all workers. It is as much a day to remember 

the dead as it is a call to protect the living. OPSEU 

members mark this day with sadness and pride. 

Sadness, because so many preventable deaths, 

injuries and diseases continue to strike workers 

down. Pride that OPSEU members have helped 

to make significant changes in the Occupational 

Health and Safety Act through participation in 

workplace safety and violence campaigns. The 

challenge for all of us is to strive to prevent 

death, and injury in the workplace.  

 

Monument in front of Woodbridge arena and pool – Highway 7 and Islington Ave.  
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On June 5 & 6, delegates from all 24 college 

locals met to receive reports from the Divisional 

Executive (Divex), the Bargaining team and the 

nine standing committees. Each college local also 

provided a written report that was distributed to 

all colleges. The CAAT Academic Division 

meets every two years. Our local had four 

officers attending: Orville Getz, Paul Michaud, 

Audrey Taves and Sylvia Ciuciura. 

There were elections for the Divex and some 

committee positions. The new Divex are: Benoit 

Dupuis, La Cite, Jacques O’Sullivan, Centennial 

College, Leslie Millson Taylor, Georgian, 

Rodney Bain, Algonquin, and Suzanne Hooke, 

SS Fleming. In their speeches prior to the election 

of the Divex, all candidates spoke of improving 

communication with members and locals. The 

Divex meets  at least 12 times a year. 

Reports were received from the following 

committees: 

1. Joint Grievance Scheduling Committee 

2. Joint Insurance Committee - Questions 

were asked about the denial of some benefits to 

members and they will be raised at the 

committee. Remember this committee if you 

have issues with Sun Life. 

 

3. Joint Educational Qualifications  

   Sub-committee 

4. In-Service Teacher Training Certificate   

    Task Force 

5. Collective Bargaining Information Service 

6. Sick Leave Buyout Task Force 

7. Pension Trustees and Sponsorship 

8.Health & Safety 

9. Bargaining 

10. CAUT (Canadian Association of  

     University Teachers) 

There was an educational component to the 

meeting which covered search strategies for 

arbitration search engines. This training was 

done online. 

A motion was passed calling for a Task 

Force to do a full review of the CAAT Aca-

demic bargaining procedures. Changes to the 

procedures need to be taken to the next 

OPSEU Convention to be in place for 

bargaining in 2012. 

The reports from all the college locals 

provide fascinating reading. Mohawk’s local 

reported that the new college president has 

changed the college’s culture from student 

centred to corporate centred. He is        

co-employed with Metrolinx, an Ontario crown 

corporation. 

CAAT Academic Divisional Meeting 
by Sylvia Ciuciura, Treasurer  

Local Executive Meeting: 

Thursday, Sept. 2, 2010 

Doris Tallon Room 

3:30 pm — 5:30 pm 
 

You are invited as a guest to our first LEC 

meeting of the fall semester.  

Let us know that you are coming so we have 

enough food and space. We will also email you 

the agenda and minutes of the last meetingCall 

Michelle at ext. 4007 or email    

michelle.albert@humber,ca 
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Write a letter of resignation to your 

employer 

A formal letter of resignation to the college 

must be dated ninety days prior to your retirement 

date. This is important. Failure to do so may 

cost you some vacation pay (Article 27.13). 

Ask the college to pay out your vacation as a 

lump sum on the last day of active work at the 

college. 

Again, you may have to submit your letter 

earlier in order to qualify for any early retirement 

incentives. 

The letter of resignation should be addressed 

to your supervisor indicating that you are taking 

(early) retirement. Send a copy to the Human 

Resources department at the college. They will 

then send you all the necessary forms and 

documents associated with retirement. 

 

Gather your documents 

Once you have informed the college of your 

intention to retire gather up your documents to 

avoid delays in processing your application: 

birth certificate, (common law) spouse’s birth 

certificate, marriage certificate(s), or separation 

or divorce agreement. CAATPP may need 

these to process your retirement. These documents 

can be submitted at any time. 

 

Check that your pension application 

forms have been forwarded to CAATPP 

Forms will be processed through the Human 

Resources department of the college. It can 

take up to three months to process a pension 

application after all documents have been 

received, so give them enough time. 

 

Decide about insured health benefit 

coverage 

Under Article 19.09, the Collective Agreement 

allows faculty to continue with extended health 

benefits, dental and life insurance if the 

employee so wishes. The employee must be 

enrolled in the plan(s) before retirement to be 

able to continue them. The employee must pay 

the full cost of the premiums. Check with the 

local. 

 

Consider applying for Canada Pension 

Plan (CPP) when you turn 60 

You may apply for an early pension from 

CPP at age 60 (instead of age 65). Your CPP 

benefits will be actuarially reduced by 0.5% 

for each month you are younger than age 65 

(i.e., 6% per year). Generally, there is no 

significant financial benefit to delaying 

application for CPP to age 65. Collecting CPP 

early has no impact on your CAAT pension. 

 

Apply for Old Age Security (OAS) when 

you turn 65 

Don’t forget to apply for your OAS pension 

about six months before you turn 65. OAS is 

paid in addition to CPP and your pension from 

CAATPP. Depending on your total income, 

OAS may be subject to clawback (repayment) 

through income taxes. 

 

Keep in touch 

Keep in touch with your Union Local. Give 

them your address and ask to be kept on the 

mailing list. 

 

Enjoy life! 

Have a happy, healthy retirement – you’ve 

earned it! 

 

For more information 

Contact the CAAT Pension Plan, 2 Queen St. E., 

Suite 1400, P.O. Box 22, Toronto, ON M5C 3G7.  

Phone: 416-673-9000 or 1-866-350-2228 

Retirement 101 — Part 2 
by Phil Cunning, Vice-Chair & Ron Golemba, Trustee, CAAT Pension Plan 
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The Canadian Labour Congress, the Council 

of Canadians, and Greenpeace have put out a 

joint call for a rally and march on Saturday, 26 

June 2010, 1-3pm, Queen's Park, Toronto. The 

G8 and G20 Summits are taking place in Ontario 

from June 25-27. The eyes of the world will be 

on Canada as world leaders gather to discuss 

the global economy. The rally-organizing groups 

are calling on people not to miss this opportunity 

to put our priorities on the world stage. For 

more information: ontario@clc-ctc.ca or 

416-441-3710. The Canadian Labour Congress 

has put out the following statement to encourage 

world leaders to heed the concerns of working 

people, poor people and address climate 

change. 

GLOBAL ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CRISIS 

In September 2008, the global economy 

crashed and while the banks are on the road to 

recovery, working people continue to bear the 

heaviest burden of the down turn. Unemployment 

is soaring, pension funds are evaporating and 

workers are suffering huge cuts in personal income. 

Canada’s politicians may be claiming a period 

of recovery but for the majority of countries 

worldwide, the situation is still dire. In the 

North and South, millions of people have lost 

their savings, their livelihoods and their homes, 

and women, youth and migrant workers are 

particularly vulnerable. Learn more about the 

crisis… 

Development and Poverty 

In 2000, all 192 United Nations member 

states pledged to meet eight Millennium 

Development Goals (MDGs) by 2015. These 

goals assign targets to reduce poverty and hunger, 

provide universal primary education, promote 

gender equality, reduce child mortality, improve 

maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS, malaria 

and other diseases, ensure environmental 

sustainability, and create a global partnership 

for development. 

The crisis is fast extinguishing hope of achieving 

the MDGs and nationally agreed development 

objectives, especially in low-income countries, 

where the ILO estimates that 100 million men 

and women have fallen into absolute poverty in 

the last year. 

In Muskoka, the G8 priority must be to set a 

path, through the accountability framework, 

towards addressing the gap between stated 

commitments and necessary actions to put the 

MDGs back on track. With just five years 

remaining until the MDG target date of 2015, 

the summit will mark a critical moment for G8 

governments to take stock of progress and 

make an all-out effort to address the most glaring 

gaps and shortfalls in reaching their targets. Learn 

more about development and poverty... 

Climate Change 

The immediate impacts of climate change 

will target the poorest and most vulnerable 

people. It will certainly also have effects on 

employment. Measures taken to combat climate 

change, in particular those aiming at reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions, while crucial, will 

require important transformations in the world 

of work, and generate opportunities and 

challenges for workers and trade unions. 

Trade unions are committed to call on all 

governments, in priority, those in developed 

countries and major economies in the developing 

world, to firmly commit to emission reductions. 

 

Join in on June 26th 1pm, Queen's Park! 

G8/G20 Rally and March--June 26 
by Pam Johnson, Toronto & York Region Labour Council Representative 
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Having written dozens of Newsbreak articles it is 

with some nostalgia that I begin this, my last one. 

Let me start by congratulating Franca GiacomelIi 

as the acclaimed faculty representative and Varun 

Verma, the recently elected student representative 

on Humber’s Board of Governors. Having known 

Franca for many years, I am certain that we will 

have an effective and conscientious voice to 

represent our views. In a couple of weeks we will 

know the results of the Administrative BoG election 

from June 1st and 3rd.  Candidates Wanda Buote 

and Kathleen MacMillan are also both well qualified. 

If longevity is a desirable trait, then I have the 

distinction of being one of Humber’s longest 

serving governors, as no other Board member has 

served longer, with the exceptions of Squee and 

Gordon Wragg who by virtue of their ex officio 

positions as presidents were on the Board during 

their entire tenure. Have Humber faculty been well 

served to have had such consistent representation? 

That is for others to judge, but I do think it important 

for some members of the Board to have a longer-

term Humber perspective. 

The Board is the ultimate governing body at a 

community college. It is composed of volunteers 

who have the best of intentions with respect to 

the long-term performance of our college. But 

with many competing stakeholders (students, 

administrators, support staff, faculty, professional 

or trades associations, local or provincial governments, 

industry – to name the most obvious)  what is 

―best‖ for our college? While the external board 

members bring a wealth of experience and talent 

to the task, they are also very reliant on a limited 

source of information upon which to base their 

decisions.  It is in this context that the internal 

governors can play an important role. 

So what are the outstanding issues that the new 

faculty representative, along with the other members 

of the Board, will have to address? One of the key 

strategic issues is how big Humber should become. 

There are many advantages to a large institution 

– breadth of programs and services, along with 

economies of scale – but there are also issues of 

quality that must be addressed. The larger an 

institution the more bureaucratic it tends to become 

and the harder it is for individuals to feel a part of 

the overall learning environment. Administrative 

measures can be constructed to retain control over 

a large system but usually at a cost, especially to 

the least empowered. Related to this issue is how 

Humber should use its enviable financial strength. 

We have built up significant reserves to pursue an 

aggressive expansion plan. When should we be hiring 

more full-time staff or investing in our infrastructure 

(library, counselling, etc.)? The other key issue is the 

extent to which Humber should continue down 

the path of university-like educational offerings. 

So far Humber’s applied degrees and diploma 

partnerships with Guelph University have been a 

great success. When do we stop being a premier 

college and morph into at best an average university? 

Is there anything to be learnt from the Ryerson or 

Durham colleges’ transformations? 

I trust faculty have been pleased with the way 

that I have tried to represent a faculty perspective 

on the Board and with how I communicated not 

just the facts but also the strategic directions the 

Board was taking Humber. I take comfort in the 

fact faculty have been extremely generous in their 

unprecedented support of me through consecutive 

large majorities. There is always some fear in putting 

one’s name forward for an openly contested position 

with public results, but the opportunity of being 

able to make a difference and to work with such 

talented colleagues was worth the effort. 

Have a well-deserved, safe and interesting  

summer.                                        

Boardwalk 
 

by Paul Pieper,  

Board of Governors Faculty Representative 
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Be A Union Steward 
by Larry Horowitz, Lakeshore Campus-at-Large Steward  

When I was young I dreamed 

of being a comic book super 

hero. Like many of my friends 

I idolized those fictional   

champions for their bravery, 

selflessness and dedication to 

helping others. They stood up 

for the weak and fought for the 

rights of every person to be 

heard, heeded & helped. 

When I became a professional 

comedian I felt a bit like a 

super hero. I would swoop 

in, make everyone feel better and 

fly off to the next performance. 

Then, I became a teacher. 

And, like my fictional childhood 

idols I once again found myself 

in a position to have a profound 

affect on individuals who were 

in need of enlightenment and 

leadership. 

Finally, I became a union 

steward. This latest stage in 

my development meets the 

ideals of the super hero as 

closely as any other. I represent 

faculty who toil with the best 

of intentions yet, occasionally, 

need someone to address their 

concerns & defend their rights. 

There may be no costume & 

cape worn by union stewards 

but, within their hearts, there are 

basic elements of the super 

hero code: ―Defense of   

principles and justice for all‖. 

That is why you, too, should 

be a steward. Also, they have 

tasty sandwiches at their meetings.  

Accident and Injury Reporting at Work 
by Orville Getz, OPSEU Local 562 President  

You need to report the accident to your 

manager as soon as you are able with as much 

detail as possible. Follow up with further 

details from your doctor, physiotherapist 

or health clinic as you receive treatment. 

 If you are injured and have to take time off 

work the college only has 72 hours to report 

the injury to WSIB. If reporting is not done 

on time a fine is levied against the college. 

Make sure your manager is kept up to date on 

developments as you recover. 

Even if you believe the injury is not severe 

you should have a letter in writing from your 

doctor or other healthcare professionals with a 

diagnosis and prognosis for a return to work. 

You should not just assume you are okay and 

continue to work. 

When you have been off work due to an injury, 

then contact the College Benefits department 

and Human Resources to arrange the date and 

circumstances of your return . There is a 

Return to Work Protocol in place which 

must be followed as well as an Accomodation 

document which helps determine what 

accomodations the college may need to 

implement to help you successfully return on 

a full time or part time basis. 

You can also contact the union office for 

advice and support. 


